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What more is a lamp than an idea of
integrating light and space?
Much more.
In the case of Trouvé, this table lamp
is not only the sum of many ideas, it is
more than a lamp. Trouvé is a world
of curves and colours, sounds and
impressions, images and experiences.

TROUVÉ
This fresh industrial design by Dutch product designer Marten van Middelkoop
was created around two ideas. On the one hand Van Middelkoop admires the
balanced and modest forms of Japanese aesthetics. On the other hand, he took
a very practical approach towards the idea that a heatsink (an aluminum cooling
element) is the most ideal encapsulation for a LED lamp that doesn’t need to be
disguised as something else. While researching the many forms and shapes of
aluminum heatsinks, he just found the ideal shape to create a table lamp that
projects light on the lampshade and reflects the light downwards.

Dutch product designer MARTEN VAN MIDDELKOOP

TROUVÉ was produced by COHORS in four colours

SPECS
TROUVÉ was produced by COHORS in four colours,
or ‘moods’ as we call it:

Passionate Black
Champagne Chique
Gallantly Green
Royal Orange.

It’s made out of anodized aluminum, except for the
acrylate lampshade and the textile cable that runs
around the base of the lamp towards the wall socket.
TROUVÉ is powered by a dimmable Soraa® SLE16 led
engine with a light temperature of 2700K (warm light).

MEASUREMENTS
• Height base: 220 mm, ⌀ 133 mm
• Height rod: 580 mm, ⌀ 8 mm
• ø lampshade: 400 mm

 230 V earthed wall-socket
Only use TROUVÉ indoor (IP20),
 do NOT use it in humid conditions.
 To ensure a desired lifetime (est. 50.000 hrs.),
Tc point on the led may never exceed 80 °C.

WAIT, THERE’S MORE!
COHORS invited five more artists to respond autonomously on
Marten van Middelkoop’s design from their perspectives. So, when
you buy TROUVÉ, you’re are actually buying a complete art- and
design exhibition.
The manual, artwork and packaging designed by EVELINE SCHRAM
gives access to the Augmented Reality app (to be found in the
AppStore or Google Play Store: Trouvé AR) designed by FREEK
RUTKENS. This neat little feature doesn’t only show you how to
assemble the table lamp in 3D but also gives access to an animation
by motion graphic designer JOOST CAMARO, photography by
MILAN BOONSTRA and a soundtrack specially composed for the
lamp by ERIC MAGNÉE to complete your TROUVÉ experience.

The manual, artwork and packaging designed by EVELINE SCHRAM

The TROUVÉ packaging. Eveline wanted to symbolize the different views and perspectives
that have been created for the lamp in general, by all the artists. You are being drawn back
into the mesmerizing depths of these bright and hypnotizing landscapes.

...AND MORE...

Augmented Reality app designed by FREEK RUTKENS

Freek created a cool little feature around our Trouvé table lamp: an Augmented
Reality app (Trouvé AR) that will not only show you how to assemble the lamp,
but also reveals more about all the other artists involved in this project.

Animation by motion graphic designer JOOST CAMARO

A still from the TROUVÉ animation. Joost spun his own story around Trouvé which
was created out of ‘objects trouvé’ (found objects). This became the bases for the
animation.

...AND MORE!

Photography by MILAN BOONSTRA

Milan choose to place Trouvé right in the middle of Amsterdam’s famous
Red-Light District. He searched for a pleasure house that actually treats its sex workers
as the serious hard-working people they are, and independent as they should be.

TROUVÉ soundtrack by composer ERIC MAGNÉE

Eric composed the soundtracks for the Trouvé lamps, mixing-in
samples of the sound the aluminium makes when you start beating the
rod on the base, or running the heatsink of the Trouvé base into a wall.
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